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Tips for combating Self doubt

Interview tips (in-person and virtual)

Promotion tips

Presentation tips

Each day I tell my daughter to repeat the following phrase when she questions  
herself: “I am brave, I am smart, I am strong, I am beautiful.”
That is not just for a young girl, but for all of us who need to remind ourselves  
each day that we are ready for whatever comes our way. Remember these quick tips:

1. We must believe in ourselves first, or no one else will.
2. Be your best cheerleader!
3. Stop apologizing unnecessarily
4. Own your authentic self. Remember that the world often tries to define female self-worth 

exclusively by appearance. Do not buy into the rationale. You are a whole being with value 
beyond measure.

1. Be confident in yourself and your answers.
2. Think of what you would want to hear if you were the person interviewing the candidates.
3. Practice looking at yourself onscreen and smile while you answer if appropriate.
4. Turn a negative into a positive. Maybe you take more time than normal to finish your work. 

Your response is that you seek to produce the best work and are often a perfectionist.  
However, you also recognize that some projects require tight timelines, so you try to provide 
balance when working with the team.

1. Written reports of your work are always helpful in assessing promotion requests.
2. Charts and graphs that detail positive growth and financial success that you produced 

should be included.
3. If your work is not specific to revenue areas, be sure to show how you have made improve-

ments for the company through time savings, positive customer service (and document 
and feedback from customers), or increased efficiencies.

1. Body language is everything. Pay attention to your posture, keep your shoulders back and 
make sure your body is turned towards those to whom you are speaking.

2. Be prepared! Practice your message many times, no one wants to hear a “read” script.
3. Be authentic. Your message should be on a topic that you are well versed and as a speak-

er, you should find a way to connect your story to the audience. It is not about you, make 
the message about them and what they can learn from your experience.


